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BiblioGov. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 212 pages.
Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.5in.The development of the technology required to operate an
industrial gas turbine combustion system on minimally processed, heavy petroleum or residual
fuels having high levels of fuel-bound nitrogen (FBN) while producing acceptable levels of exhaust
emissions is discussed. Three combustor concepts were designed and fabricated. Three fuels were
supplied for the combustor test demonstrations: a typical middle distillate fuel, a heavy residual
fuel, and a synthetic coal-derived fuel. The primary concept was an air staged, variable-geometry
combustor designed to produce low emissions from fuels having high levels of FBN. This combustor
used a long residence time, fuel-rich primary combustion zone followed by a quick-quench air
mixer to rapidly dilute the fuel rich products for the fuel-lean final burnout of the fuel. This
combustor, called the rich quench lean (RQL) combustor, was extensively tested using each fuel
over the entire power range of the model 570 K engine. Also, a series of parameteric tests was
conducted to determine the combustors sensitivity to rich-zone equivalence ratio, lean-zone
equivalence ratio, rich-zone residence time, and overall system pressure drop. Minimum nitrogen
oxide emissions were measured...
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This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I

An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Scha efer  I--  Nelle Scha efer  I
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